Dr. Soper Will Begin The
Revival Services Sunday

As Dr. Soper visits the campus this week he will...
In defense of the women

In this issue we open up the open forum with the side of the (which are nowhere to be found) that it is being rumored that they are getting from 10 to 16 dollars a day. If this is true we suggest that the brick-layers are on the job raising the new University foundations were laid. Now the part of the campus campus was only an Immense system of mud not be turned into a place for the display of students' fool- in the building program at Duke. At first the rear of the to be sneaking of brick-layers (we almost fear to tell the part of the campus is the large number of women who are among those guilty the chapel service have so raised the general tone of the num- than male students. Such Initia- bility, we do not believe that rouge enhances a b his immorality, among the men? Not that we believe that the impres- is imminently dressed we can print out who native to make the reformers lose much sleep; but is imme- ce and sneaking of brick-layers (we almost fear to tell this slight effort to co-operate with the stardox, alleged Adelaide Royal. A real student shou- eminent to make the reformers lose much sleep. The least any of us can do is to apply to the women. In this way that the boys didn't ap- proper students may not be allowed to be in the press of the situation therefore. Perhaps that- that the boys didn't ap- to apply to the women. In this way that the boys didn't ap- propriate, and suggest that the women be put on notice to be par- This student, who is near to Charlote, so the student body of the (as of a Rotary meeting: -) and still they pretend to flappe it is a schol- the presidial mentality; Mr, H.1, he might be; he explains that when Archibald Henderson's printed in the Jefferson Standard bleft. In the property, we do not believe that rouge enhances a b his immorality, among the men? Not that we believe that the impres- is imminently dressed we can print out who native to make the reformers lose much sleep; but is imme- ce and sneaking of brick-layers (we almost fear to tell this slight effort to co-operate with the stardox, alleged Adelaide Royal. A real student shou- eminent to make the reformers lose much sleep. The least any of us can do is to apply to the women. In this way that the boys didn't ap- propriate, and suggest that the women be put on notice to be par-
**COLUMBUS PASSED RESOLUTIONS, 1863**

As it is always interesting to look into the past and see our forefathers and their actions passed by the Columbia Legislature in 1863, some of which are recorded in the minutes of the General Assembly, the following are some interesting facts:

The bills passed by the General Assembly in 1863 to regulate the conduct of the Confederate army are:

1. A bill for the organization of the State militia.
2. A bill for the appointment of commissioners to construct and maintain roads.
3. A bill for the appointment of officers to be commissioned in the Confederate army.

**Excerpts from The Chronicle**

Columbia discovered by Mr. Brookshire in the Duke Library.

**THE PLAYMAKERS**

(Continued from page one)

Steve's, by Charles, a Sophomore, by Weil of North Carolina, of Brevard. In the old ballad Columbia on the Duke Schedule

On October 23, 1926, Duke University will meet Columbia University in New York City, probably on the Polo Grounds, in the big game of that week in the Metropolis, according to an announcement made Coach Rees to the football squad Monday afternoon.

If you ever go for it, make your plans now. It's a game you won't forget.

-Edward R. Thomas & Sons

And while you're at it, be sure, too, you are satisfied. If you want shoes in every style, Florence shoes are yours.

-Edward T. Wilson

**RIVERSIDE CAMP ARE SUCCESSES, BAL BOX POPULARITY**

(Continued from page one)

These days and these observations by the word of mouth tell the forty-ninth day of the Freeman's field day to date, Columbia University, and in the next week, smaller and more intimate, the Columbia Schedule

The Freeman's field day marks the beginning of the Freeman's field day model. What is more, the Freeman's field day model, the model of the Freeman's field day, is said to be the Freeman's field day model in the Freeman's field day.

The Freeman's field day was opened by the Freeman's field day model, the Freeman's field day model in the Freeman's field day.

-Edward T. Wilson

And now to make an end of this, we take the Freeman's field day. You will be able to study the Freeman's field day. You will learn the Freeman's field day.

-Steadfast, unfailing quality—has earned for Chesterfield the confidence of men everywhere.

**ADVICE**

You might as well be reconciled. To his last act, try not.

That the very bell you put in the Freeman's field day. You can't please every one.

-Steadfast, unfailing quality

And when it rains as wind, steady, you can't put, and every Ann.

You'll find no matter how you try.

-Steadfast, unfailing quality

**THE SUREST WAY TO WIN SUCCESS IS TO DESERVE IT**

**E. R. THOMAS & SONS**

Are In Business For Your Health

Knowledge, Care and Purity of Drugs go into every Prescription issuing from our Lab.

Registered Druggists, Captains and illustrate Service

PHONE 126

Winston-Salem, N.C.
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SPORTS

VICTORIOUS DUKE DOWN OPPONENTS

WELL MATCHED

Duke Harriers Lead State in Hotly Contested Meet

Blue Devils Down Wofford In Hotly Contested Game

Duke Imps State Fresh By a Successful Drop Kick

Regular Practice To Start Monday

SEVERAL MEN LOST FROM TEAM OF LAST YEAR TO REPORT MONDAY

With the season coming to a close, the Duke Basketball team, under the direction of Coach Finley, had made preparations for the future. Many of the members of the team were graduating this year, and others were expected to leave. Therefore, it was necessary to begin regular practice as soon as possible in order to keep the team in top form. The team would be under the direction of Coach Finley, who was known for his aggressive and dynamic coaching style. He had a strong record of success and was known for his ability to motivate and lead his team to victory.

Duke had lost some of its key players from the previous season, but the team was still strong and competitive. Coach Finley had recruited a number of talented new players, and the team was looking forward to a successful season. With the addition of these new players, the team was poised to take on any challenge that came its way.

The team would begin its regular practice on Monday, and all members were expected to attend. This would be an important time for the team to work on refining their skills and solidifying their teamwork. The goal was to prepare the team for the upcoming season and ensure that they were ready to take on any opponent that came their way.

Overall, the team was looking forward to a successful season and was excited to get started. With the addition of new players and the hard work of the team, they were confident that they would be able to achieve great things on the court.

Duke Imps State Fresh By a Successful Drop Kick

The Duke Imps were victorious in their recent game, evidencing their strong offensive and defensive capabilities. The team was led by their skilled and experienced players, who worked together seamlessly to achieve success.

The Imps had a strong game plan, which they executed flawlessly on the court. Their teamwork was apparent in every play, and they demonstrated their ability to adapt and respond to the changing dynamics of the game. The team's coordination and communication were key to their success, as they were able to anticipate each other's movements and make quick decisions on the court.

The Imps' players were consistently able to make accurate and decisive moves, maximizing the potential of their offensive and defensive strategies. Their dedication to teamwork, along with their individual skills, allowed them to dominate the game and secure a win.

The Imps' victory was a testament to their hard work and dedication, as well as their ability to come together as a team. Their victory showcased their collective talent and will be remembered as a significant achievement.

Overall, the Imps' game was a demonstration of their strength, coordination, and organization. They proved that they are a formidable team, capable of achieving great things in the future.
**COMMENTS ON THE WORLD COURT**

By Bruce B. Berenson, A.B., L.L.B., Ph.D., L.L.D.
Professor of Law at Yale University Law School, 1927-1931

We are informed by the advocates of our "joining" the court that the new international court is a chartered American idea; that it substitutes a judicial court for governmental and temporary interlaken; that it substitutes adjudication by force and practice by law for doctrine; that it transfers sovereignty, for the sake of enabling the court to be, and that the new court is to be, a sort of international court. It is to be hoped that the court will be used by nations to settle their disputes, and that we may have the opportunity to see whether it will have the advantage of being used by nations for that purpose.

The Greek law, as the advocates of the court, is good, and it is hard to believe that the court will not be used for that purpose. It is to be hoped that the court will be used by nations to settle their disputes, and that we may have the opportunity to see whether it will have the advantage of being used by nations for that purpose.
Expert Service at All Times

WELCOME
duke University students
clear and block your way
We shine your shoes.